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The design of a more efficient waterjet system for excavation of

commercial crab pots buried in ocean sediment was undertaken. The

work resulted in the design of an improved nozzle with performance

that was shown to be significantly better than that of previously used

nozzles. Greater sand penetration and excavation range was obtained.

Future use should result in increased pot retrieval thereby reducing

costs and conserving equipment of commercial crab fishermen.

The design process involved jet analysis and experimentation to

generate data relating the various parameters involved in nozzle

design and evaluation. The parameter relations consisted of jet size,

velocity, and sand penetration and pump system characteristics.

They were used in a design method resulting in several proposed

nozzle designs that underwent further testing. Such testing produced

nozzle improvements and the final nozzle design.



Nozzle design, construction, and materials were primarily

chosen to meet the performance and durability requirements. How-

ever ease of fabrication by commercial fishermen was also of

importance and entered into design considerations. Fabrication

requires the availability of a simple welding shop and metal lathe.

Cost of the nozzle is approximately $150, the equivalent of three com-

plete commercial crab pots which cost $50 each and which might

otherwise be lost.
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DESIGN OF A WA TERJET SYSTEM FOR EXCAVATION
OF COMMERCIAL CRAB POTS BURIED IN

OCEAN SEDIMENT

I. INTRODUCTION

Problem Introduction

The retrieval of fouled gear from the ocean bottom is a major

problem of the commercial crab fishermen. Lost fishing gear con-

stitutes a significant expense to these operations.

Reports from several commercial crab fishermen on the Oregon

Coast indicate that 50 to 100 crab pots per boat per season become

buried and require retrieval operations. The cost of a typical pot

used on the West Coast is $50 to $60 complete, representing a sub-

stantial loss if retrieval systems are unsuccessful. Previous

retrieval systems based on the waterjet principle have been used by

fishermen with reported efficiencies varying from near 0 to 75 percent,

depending on system design and bottom material characteristics.

However, only a few very large systems and pumps approach the

higher efficiency.

The goal of this project was the design of a more effective

retrieval system capable of being used by the majority of the com-

mercial crab fishermen. Specifically, the design of an effective

nozzle or some other form of terminal equipment was emphasized.
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Crabbing Equipment and Operation

The typical crab pot used on the West Coast is shown in Figure

1. The pot is a cylindrical shaped trap constructed of a rubber

wrapped steel bar frame covered with stainless steel wire mesh.

Two funnel shaped trap doors on the sides allow the crabs to enter,

and a hinged access door on the top provides for removal of the crabs.

The pots are weighted to approximately 140 pounds. Overall dimen-

sions are 36 to 48 inches in diameter and 11 to 14 inches in height.

Secured to the pot on one point on the frame rim is a polypropylene

line with surface marker buoy by which the pots are hoisted from the

bottom. Within each pot is a bait box, a nylon or stainless steel

perforated canister containing the bait. The life of the pot is approxi-

mately 20 years, excluding the line. However, they are usually lost

before the usable life ends by burial, loss of line or buoy, and theft.

The typical boat used for commercial crab fishing off the Oregon

Coast is approximately 40 to 60 feet in length and is capable of

equipping for several types of fisheries. Three boats observed by the

author were powered by diesel engines of 150 to 200 hp. The primary

piece of machinery used in the crabbing operation is a hydraulic-

powered block used to lift crab pots aboard. The blocks have a preset

relief to limit line tension to 1000 pounds to prevent parting the buoy

line.
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Figure 1. Commercial crab pot.
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Present methods of commercial crab fishing consist of laying

pots in a string of locations conveniently spaced for harvesting or

"running" the pots. Depths at which pots are laid off the Oregon

Coast are from 30 to 40 fathoms to the beach shallows. Running the

pots consists of lifting a pot aboard as the boat passes its location for

emptying and rebaiting the pot. It is then dropped at the location of

the next pot to be picked up. The operation results in a string of pots

advancing one location. Approximately 900 pots are used on the size

of boat previously described and two favorable days of work are

required to run the pots. If a stuck pot is encountered in the running

operation, it is marked and left until retrieval gear can be taken out

to attempt to free it, which may be several days or more.

Previous Retrieval Systems

The basic waterjet method of crab pot retrieval has been in use

for several years on the West Coast. The systems consist of some

type of water pump, suitable length of hose, and a nozzle. The most

popular type of pump found in use is the centrifugal type and these are

either permanently mounted with the main boat engine or are in an

engine-pump unit which is somewhat portable. Various pump sizes

and capacities are in use and maximum pressures range from 60 psi

to over 150 psi. These pressures are maintained through a minimum

of 200 gpm on the three boats observed. The pump curve for the
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lowest capacity of the three pumps observed is shown in Figure 2.

From interviews with commercial crab fishermen it appears that 80

percent of the pumps used in retrieval systems are of this size or

greater.

The hose used in the operation is most commonly 2 1/2 inch

nylon fire hose in both lined and unlined types. In many cases pump

pressure is limited by the hose working pressure of 120 to 150 psi.

Various nozzle designs are found in use, the design depending

on the user's experience and available material. A sketch of a previ-

ous nozzle observed and taken for tests is shown in Figure 3. This

nozzle and three others observed have basic construction features.

The main nozzle body consists of a length of steel pipe 2 to 4 inches in

diameter with a tapered end. Along the body and at its end are drilled

holes to provide for some combination of three basic types of jets;

digging, clearing, and driving jets. Digging jets are directed verti-

cally downward to initially disturb the sand and clear a location for the

nozzle itself. Clearing jets are directed from horizontal to vertically

downward to maintain suspension of the sand or jet it away from the

area. Driving jets are directed upward to counteract nozzle reaction

forces which tend to cause it to rise off bottom. In many cases these

driving jets are replaced by the equivalent effect of additional weights

added to the nozzle body since they contribute little to sand disturbance,

Also attached to the nozzle body are a suitable fire hose connection
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Figure 3. Typical nozzle used in operations.
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and guide rings to follow along a pot buoy line.

The retrieval operation consists of securing the nozzle with

attached hose to the buoy line of the buried pot by means of the guide

rings and allowing the nozzle to sink to the bottom along the line.

Water is then pumped to the nozzle in an attempt to blow sand and

bottom material away from the pot or to suspend it until the pot can be

freed. During the operation, the buoy line is under tension by the

hydraulic blocks, The pumping operation continues until the pot is

felt to break out or until it is determined the pot cannot be freed, and

it is abandoned. Interviews indicate pumping operations require

relatively calm seas, and pumping is limited to approximately 15

minutes maximum.



II. PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Mechanism of Pot Burial

Crab pots are covered and buried by sand or bottom material

transported by water movement along the bottom. Two levels of sedi-

ment transport, bedload and suspended load, contribute to pot burial.

Bed load transport, the rolling, sliding, and saltating of bottom

particles, requires the least amount of water movement or the lowest

threshold velocity and results in shifting sand waves along the bottom.

Suspended load requires higher velocities. F-ljulstrorn (1935) considered

the erosion, transportation, and deposition of materials and presented

some of his work in a velocity-particle size plot reproduced in Figure

4. Relating this information, we find typical offshore sand and bot-

tom material samples with a particle range of 2.5 mm to less than

.075 mm. Threshold velocities for the bedload transport range from

20 cm/sec to 0.50 cm/sec, and suspended load occurs at approxi-

mately 30 cm/sec to 20 cm/sec.

The effect of a crab pot in an area of sediment transport is to

reduce the water movement by impact and drag, and therefore critical

velocity is no longer maintained and sedimentation occurs. The wire

mesh construction of the pot is an ideal velocity reducer or fence to

collect sediment. Modification of the pots or reduction in size may

reduce burial somewhat, but such modification was rejected because
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Figure 4. Erosion--deposition criteria for uniform particles [after Hjulstrom (1935)].
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of the proven satisfactory performance of the pots in the principle

crabbing operation.

The burial of pots occurs more frequently in storm conditions

or shallow water areas since these contribute to bottom water move-

ment. In addition, areas offshore of large rivers are more adverse

since the fine silt bottom material is more easily disturbed. Off the

Oregon Coast, the most severe problems occur at depths of approxi-

mately six fathoms and shallower, according to reports from com-

mercial fishermen. It is interesting to note that for a typical 8.5 sec

wave with a height of 3,0 feet in 6 fathoms of water small amplitude

wave theory prodicts maximum bottom horizontal velocities of

approximately 1.10 ft /sec or 33.6 cm/sec. Although these motions

are cyclic, the magnitude of the bottom velocity, especially for

greater size storm waves, is sufficient to disturb bottom material.

Mechanism of Sediment Holding Forces

An analysis of the holding forces and breakout resistant forces

for objects embedded in ocean sediment was undertaken by Liu (1969).

Three specific types of breakout resistant forces recognized were the

submerged weight of the object, the static and viscous shear force of

the sediment surrounding the object, and the soil tension resistance

under the object. In the particular case of analysis of a buried crab

pot, forces resulting from materials covering the crab pot must also
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be considered. Such materials contribute a breakout resistant force

composed of their submerged weight and shear forces with surrounding

materials. In fact, the forces caused by covering material are prob-

ably the most significant of the resistant forces. Reports from com-

mercial crab fishermen indicate that pot burial without significant

covering material will not normally resist breakout under the 1000

pound load applied in the hoisting operation. Burial by 1 to 2 feet of

material or more is necessary to prevent breakout.

Except for removal of the holding forces described above, break-

out depends on the amount of applied breakout force and the location of

application, The amount of force applied is limited by the buoy line

used. The location of the applied force is more flexible. The practice

of the majority of commercial crab fishermen of attaching buoy lines

to only one point on the pot, rather than using a bridle, favors break-

out. The moment resulting from an application of an eccentric load

creates a nonuniform distribution of forces between an object and

sediment and accelerates local failure of the sediment or breakout.

Possible Methods of Breakout

The primary method of causing object breakout involves reduc-

tion or removal of the holding forces. This can be accomplished by

removal or suspension of the burying material. The waterjet excava-

tion method has the capability of producing both effects.
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Methods to remove imbedding material would probably employ a

high velocity jet to scour bottom materials away from the pot. This

appears to be the basis of present methods in use. The amount of

scour is dependent on jet velocity, jet form, and time, in addition to

bottom material characteristics. Scour increases with jet velocity

and form and is improved by parallel orientation of the jet with the

surface scoured. A possible limitation of the scour method may be its

effective excavation depth. As the amount of scour increases the rate

of scour decreases since material must be transported a greater dis-

tance. These limitations were confirmed in later experimental work.

The other method for causing breakout, involving suspension of

materials, is based on the fact that non-cohesive soils and sand can

be transformed to a liquified condition by sufficient flow of water

through the material. The suspension or liquifaction of bottom mate-

rials in the vicinity of the buried pot removes any force supporting

capacity. The method depends primarily on jet velocity and jet form

with less dependence on time. Time is only involved in attaining the

steady state condition of maximum jet penetration and suspension of

surrounding bottom material. The limitations of this method appear

to be fewer, and the method should solve the problems involved in deep

pot burial since actual transport of sediment is not as important.

However, design of a system employing this method did present a
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particular problem in that the nozzle is submerged in the liquified

bottom material. It was this method which was later proven most

successful in the hydraulic excavation of the buried pots.
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III. DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM NOZZLE
DESIGN PARAMETERS

The relation of fluid flow parameters to scour and erosion

phenomena has been well considered by numerous investigators for

open channel flow. However, such work has dealt with the relatively

low velocity, uniform flow characteristic of such situations. Previous

analyses involving a high velocity turbulent jet are limited, resulting

in only qualitative, not quantitative, results of flow parameters deal-

ing with sediment disturbance. Sources in the literature demonstrate

the successful application of a jet to soil disturbance (Arya and

Pickard, 1958; Welte, 1972) but supply only particular qualitative

information. Results show that sediment penetration is improved

with more columnated jet form, and higher velocities and flow rates.

What is needed, but is not found, is the quantitative results of pene-

tration depth vs flow parameters. Such relations are necessary for

the optimum design of a nozzle within the limitations of some particu-

lar pumping system. The alternative to sourcing this information was

to generate it by lab experiments. Such work was undertaken to obtain

flow parameters vs penetration data.

Description of Lab Method and Equipment

Lab facilities were set up to obtain data on nozzle flow rate and

velocity versus jet penetration in sand. A sketch of the lab set up is
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shown in Figure 5. Various sizes of single orifice nozzles were

fabricated ranging from .375 in. to 1.06 in. inside diameters and

are shown in Figure 6. Standard reducer fittings were used where

possible to provide for smooth reductions so as to produce good jet

form and minimal flow losses. In other cases round-edged nozzles

were cut out of bar stock. These nozzles were tested in a tank con-

taining water and a sand bottom. The pump system used provided for

variation of flow rate, pressure, flow velocity, and nozzle orientation

with respect to the sand bottom. Quite conveniently, the characteris-

tics of the pump used were close to those of the pump observed

aboard a commercial fisherman's boat and presented earlier. Sand

used in the penetration study was river sand containing a wide range

of particle sizes, 0.05 mm to 2.50 mm by sieve analysis, and

exceeded the size range observed in offshore areas.

The method used in the lab consisted of positioning each of the

various nozzles in two different positions. In one position to measure

vertical jet scour or penetration, the nozzle is vertically positioned

just above the sand level. The other position, to measure horizontal

penetration, required positioning the nozzle horizontally below the

sand surface approximately 30 inches. With a particular size nozzle

in place, the pump system was run at selected flow rate-pressure

points. Flow rates were measured by means of a 2 in. by 1 in. throat

venturi connected to a mercury filled differential manometer. The
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Figure 5. Laboratory set-up for penetration data.
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Figure 6. Single orifice nozzles for jet penetration tests.
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venturi-manometer system was previously calibrated by means of

weighing tank measurements.

The effect of the waterjet on the sand was observed for each

case. After a "steady state" condition of maximum penetration

occurred, penetration depth or length measurements were taken.

Figure 7 is a sketch of profiles characteristic of the jet penetration

observed and shows the measurement taken. Length was measured

from the nozzle outlet through an affected area of suspension to the

solid sand wall or surface upon which the jet was impinging. The area

affected by the jet was characterized by a highly turbulent "boiling"

mixture of suspended sand and water. After each run, the sand was

leveled and compacted for consistency between runs.

Each nozzle size was tested at various points up to the limita-

tions of either the pump or the test tank. The smaller nozzles

allowed tests up to the limit of the pump pressure of approximately

63 psi. Larger nozzles produced such flow rates and penetration that

they would be limited by tank conditions. Penetration would either be

so great as to strike a tank wall, or flow rates would exceed the

draining capacity of the tank and steady conditions could not be

reached before overflow would occur. Such limitations are noted in

the results.
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Figure 7. Characteristic penetration profile.
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Penetration Data and Results

The results of the tests are shown in Figures 8-11 in the form of

plots of jet velocity vs penetration and flow rate vs penetration for

each nozzle. Sizes of nozzles used are distinguished by symbol type.

With information of this type, a given set of nozzle sizes, with

resulting flow rates and velocities determined by a particular pump

system, can be analyzed as to which would be most effective or opti-

mum. Such use was made of the data in designs of multiple head,

multiple size nozzles tested later which where required to meet a

minimum penetration distance. As a convenience in this evaluation

the data is further shown in the form of Figure 12, where nozzle

diameter vs jet velocity is presented for various penetration lengths.

The penetration data generated is unavoidably dependent on lab

conditions as far as quantitative or absolute values are concerned. It

is reasonable to expect that depths of penetration would vary somewhat

in a larger or infinitely large tank, such as the ocean. Later tests

seem to indicate this to be true, that this data is slightly conservative

and that penetration is slightly greater in open field conditions.
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IV. ALTERNATE ANALYTICAL METHOD OF
NOZZLE EVALUATION

Alternate analytical methods for nozzle evaluation are available

to complement the results of the experimental work described in the

previous section. The methods involve the analysis of a submerged

jet and provide a means of making relative evaluations of a selection

of nozzles. Using this type of analysis nozzles are compared by their

remaining velocities at some distance along the jet trajectory. Rela-

tive nozzle strengths are assigned within the selection of nozzles

evaluated.

Among the various analyses considering submerged jets is the

work by Albertson et al. (1950), They present the relation of

remaining jet velocity and downstream distance by the convenient equa-

tion:

where

Umax
U0

D = 6.2
DO

Umax the maximum remaining velocity in the jet, located on

the centerline

U0 the initial velocity of the jet, the exist velocity of the

nozzle

x - the downstream distance from the nozzle exit
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D
0

- the initial diameter of the jet, the exit diameter of the

nozzle

6.2 - an experimentally determined constant

The equation is only intended for the zone of established flow of the

jet, that part for which x > 6. 2D0. The analysis was based on the

assumptions that velocity profiles in the established flow are similar

and can be represented by a Gaussian distribution and that the pre-

sure distribution is hydrostatic. The constant 6.2 is experimen-

tally determined from measurement of the downstream distance

required for established flow.

Another useful source of information is in the form of nomo-

grams prepared by Shirazi and Davis (1972) for thermal plume pre-

diction. Although the original work is concerned with temperature

decay and provides for more variables than we are concerned with,

the process is identical for velocity decay and their results are

applicable. The nomograms give the relation of the non dimensional-
Tmaxized quantitites of centerline temperature
A

and therefore
T

0Umaxvelocity to downstream distance .

0 0

Using these methods it is only valid to make relative nozzle

strength comparisons. It is not possible to rely on the resulting

remaining velocities to predict penetration. The reason for this is

that the submerged jet analysis used assumes the physical conditions
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that the jet is discharging into an infinite medium of the same density

as that of the jet. The situation of the waterjet excavation system is

quite different due to the boundary effects of the sand surfaces and

the density difference in a sand-water suspension. For these reasons

absolute velocities predicted by the analysis are probably higher than

those present in the sand-water suspension. However, in spite of

these substantial differences the method is of value. It is reasonable

to believe that a particular jet which is found to have the greatest

strength of a group considered by this analysis will also produce the

greatest penetration in sand. The use of this information also allows

a check on the evaluation of a nozzle by the penetration data.

A comparison of the velocities predicted by the submerged jet

analysis with those indicated in the lab tank by reason of penetration

data was undertaken. As expected predicted velocities were high.

Lab penetration data shows a limit of penetration of about 4$ in. for a

.825 in. inside diameter jet, indicating the velocity for sand suspen-

sion which is at most 30 cm/sec or 1. 0 ft/sec. Albertson's equation

predicts remaining velocities of 5.5 ft/sec for the same jet. However,

comparisons based on relative nozzle strengths show reasonable

agreement between penetration data and submerged jet analysis. Fig-

ure 13 shows the relative strengths of the same nozzles used in the lab

penetration runs earlier, but evaluated by submerged jet analysis.

This figure is to be compared to the results of the lab runs which were
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given in Figure 9. Only in several cases where two nozzles have

close penetration performance might their order of strength be

reversed by the two methods. The several cases where two nozzle

sizes are rated differently are probably the result of differences in jet

form, resulting from construction differences having an effect on

penetration.
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V. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

Proposed nozzle designs subject to the methods of evaluation

presented in previous sections are affected by the total pumping sys-

tem of which they are a part. The relation of the basic pump system

to various nozzle designs coupled to it must be analyzed. Specifically

the maximum velocities attainable for particular nozzle-pumping

system combinations are desired. A typical pump curve was shown

in Figure 2. Also shown in the figure are typical system curves to

show their relation to the pump curve. As can be seen a pump will

adjust to the system it is a part of and provide a maximum pressure

and flow rate found as the point of intersection of pump and system

curves. Components contributing to the system curve are the hose,

nozzle, and valves or piping downstream of the pump. Changing the

system by such things as redesign of a nozzle results in a different

point of pressure and flow rate. If these points are available for a

particular system, exit velocities can then be calculated for the nozzle

and evaluated by means of the penetration data. In this way some

selection of nozzle design can be made before construction. This was

later done to determine the number and sizes of jets of a multiple head

nozzle that could be adequately supplied by a typical pump.
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Method of System Analysis

The method of analyzing a given pump system and its relation to

a pump is based on a modified Bernoilli equation with a loss term.

where

2 2
V p V P h

1 1 v 2 2 loss
+ + +yl 2g pg ' 2 2g pg g

y
1,

y2 heads due to elevations of points 1 and 2 of a pump

system

VI, V2 - average flow velocities at points 1 and 2

P1, P2 - static pressures at points 1 and 2

hMoss - head loss resulting from flow between points 1 and 2l

What is basically done is that a point on the pump curve is

chosen and input to the equation to determine a system compatible with

the point chosen. In this case the system determined is a nozzle size

and jet velocity since hose and fittings are usually fixed. After sev-

eral exercises the trade off of jet velocity and size is available for a

pump system.

The steps involved in the calculations are as follows:

1. A particular pump system excluding nozzle is assumed.

2. A flow rate pressure point on the pump curve is chosen.

3. From the chosen value of flow rate, Q, the head loss con-

tributed by the pipe fittings and hose between pump and
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nozzle is calculated or referenced by appropriate sources.

4. The pressure available to the nozzle, Pn , is calculated by

knowledge of losses up to the nozzle.

5. A discharge coefficient is assumed for the nozzle which is

reasonable from past experience.

6. The basic equation is applied to the nozzle to determine its

contribution to system head loss.

7. The basic equation is applied to the entire system to calculate

nozzle area.

8. The jet velocity is calculated.

An example of the calculations involved in this method of system

analysis is given in the Appendix.

Results of Analysis and Their Use

Results of analysis of several pump curve points is shown in the

plots of Figure 14. Area vs. velocity relations are given for this

typical system. This information can be used to estimate velocities

of proposed nozzle designs. Then, reference to the data presented

in Figures 8-12, showing the relation of penetration and jet velocity,

allows a rough evaluation of a nozzle's performance. This procedure

is followed in the nozzle design section.
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Figure 14. System analysis plot--nozzle area vs. jet velocity.
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VI. NOZZLE DESIGN SEQUENCE

Design Requirements

The primary requirement of the nozzle to be designed is the

adequate performance in disturbing bottom materials in the vicinity of

a stuck pot to lower or remove the holding forces on that object.

Other supporting requirements involve design relating to the conven-

ient use of the nozzle and its durability in the environment.

The greatest problems are involved in obtaining adequate nozzle

strength and coverage to satisfy the primary requirement above. The

requirement of sufficient jet strength or velocity to suspend or scour

bottom material has been discussed in previous sections. In addition

to this problem, the design must provide sufficient area coverage.

The practice of guiding a nozzle to the pot by means of the buoy line

attached at one point to the pot results in variable positions of the

nozzle relative to the pot. The nozzle may come to rest above or off

to the side of the pot. Therefore, the nozzle must either direct a

single jet at the pot or provide for area coverage around the nozzle to

hit all possible locations for the pot. Devising methods of directing a

nozzle toward the pot is very difficult, since the pot itself is most

often below the sand. Locating devices investigated involved consid-

erable modification of the pot or buoy line. Such methods, as well as

recommendations of using bridled pots were rejected since interviews
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indicated that commercial fishermen have serious reservations about

pot modification. The remaining approach, that of designing for area

coverage, was undertaken.

Selection of Designs to be Tested

The area coverage required by the nozzle can be accomplished

by either a number of jets directed radially and full circle from the

nozzle body or by fewer jets which are mobile to sweep out the sur-

rounding area. In either case, a multiple jet nozzle appears to be a

solution. Before testing and evaluating both types of nozzles, deci-

sions were necessary such as the optimum sizes of jets and whether

scouring or penetration types were best.

Penetration type jets were favored earlier because of faster

effects on the bottom material. This type was pursued in nozzle de-

sign. As stated earlier, a requirement of such a nozzle design is

that body with either fixed or stationary jets submerged in the sand.

This was accomplished in all tested nozzles by providing a small

vertical downward-directed submerging jet at the base of the nozzle

body to liquify the sand below the nozzle enabling it to submerge. The

working jets of such nozzles, whose purpose was to cover the

cylindrical area surrounding the nozzle, were generally directed

horizontally from the body.

The choice of jet sizes to build and test were made by applying
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the previous lab work and a system analyses to the physical require-

ments of area coverage. In Figure 15 the worst case of nozzle and

buried pot relative locations is sketched. In order to completely dis-

turb the materials covering the pot, jet penetration must at least be as

great as the length made up of pot diameter plus horizontal nozzle off-

set from the pot. By suitable design of guide rings, nozzle offset can

be eliminated, leaving a minimum requirement of 48 inches penetration

to completely free the largest pots. In actual operations, however, jet

penetration somewhat less than a pot diameter may be sufficient to

cause breakout due to the application of an eccentric breakout force.

Inspection of the results of the lab data in Figure 9 show that

within the limitations of a typical pumping system, nozzle sizes of

about 5/8 inch diameter and less do not produce sufficient penetration

to uncover 48 inch pots and are therefore unsatisfactory as working

jets. Used as the nozzle submerging jet, however, these sizes would

probably be sufficient since only limited penetration is required. In

this application low flow rates are important sous not to subtract

from working jet flow rates. For these reasons only 5/8 inch diameter

and greater sizes were considered for working jets in later nozzle de-

signs built and tested. Accordingly, diameters less than 5/8 inch

diameter were considered for the submerging jet.

The method used in the preliminary evaluation of the jets is as

follows. The proposed combination of jets is analyzed by means of
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Figure 15. Crab pot and nozzle locations.
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their total area and the results of the system analysis of Figure 14 to

obtain the probable jet velocities. Next, the probable penetration

resulting from this velocity is obtained by use of the lab information

presented in Figure 12. With this information, a choice as to which

sizes and combinations should be built up and tested is made. The

results of this analysis for single and multiple jets of 5/8, 3/4, 7/8,

1, and 1 1/8 inch inside diameter are presented in Table 1. The

analysis of one or two working jets was performed for the design of a

moving nozzle head. Three to five jets were considered satisfactory

for a stationary nozzle. As can be seen from the table, the 1 to 1 1/8

inch appear to be the optimum sizes for the single or two jet moving

nozzle. For the many jet stationary nozzle, 3/4 to 1 inch jets are

better choices.

Design Build Up and Testing

A sequence of nozzle designs employing multiple jets of the

optimum sizes discussed above were built up and tested in the lab.

The lab set up was similar to that used in the penetration runs and

was shown in Figure 5. Designs were kept as simple as possible both

in fabrication and materials to reduce cost and build up time. For

example, standard pipe fittings were used at first. However, as the

design-test sequence continued more original design was necessary to

improve performance. Figures 16-18 show samples of three basic
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Table 1. Predicted penetration for various sizes and number of jets in a multiple head nozzle.

Working Jets Submerging Jets
Total Nozzle Area

inches
Jet Velocity

ft/sec

Predicted Jet
Penetration

inches
Inside

Number Diam.
Inside

Number Diam.

1 5/8 1 1/2 .502 56.0 36.3
2 5/8 1 1/2 .808 53.5 35.0
3 5/8 1 1/2 1.114 51.0 33.6
4 5/8 1 1/2 1.420 49.0 32.4
5 5/8 1 1/2 1.726 47.0 31.2
6 5/8 1 1/2 2.032 44.0 29.7

1 3/4 1 1/2 .636 55.0 44.5
2 3/4 1 1/2 1.076 51.5 42.0
3 3/4 1 1/2 1.520 48.0 39.9
4 3/4 1 1/2 1.960 45.0 37.8
5 3/4 1 1/2 2.400 41, 5 35. 3

1 7/8 1 1/2 .789 53.5 53.0
2 7/8 1 1/2 1.400 49, 0 49. 0
3 7/8 1 1/2 2.002 44.5 45. 0
4 7/8 1 1/2 2.604 40.0 41.1
5 7/8 1 1/2 3.206 35.0 37.2

1 1 1 1/2 .981 52.0 56.6
2 1 1 1/2 1.766 46.0 51.4
3 1 1 1/2 2.551 40.0 46.1
4 1 1 1/2 3. 336 34.5 41, 0
5 1 1 1/2 4. 121 28.5 35.2

1 1 1/8 1 1/2 1.191 50.5 56.4
2 11/8 1 1/2 2.136 43,0 50.4
3 11/8 1 1/2 3.181 35.5 43.5
4 1 1/8 1 1/2 4.176 38.0 36.0
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Figure 16. Nozzle types built and tested--type I.

Figure 17. Nozzle types built and tested--type II.



Figure 18. Nozzle types built and tested--type III.
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nozzle types encountered in the design sequence. Type I nozzles

were constructed of standard pipe fittings, such as tees, elbows, and

bushing as shown, with little or no modification. Type II nozzles were

made by significant modification of standard fitting and stock, such as

boring additional holes for jets, changing the bend or straight length

of tubing or pipe, and rounding jet orifice edges. Jet size and number

were considerably more variable than the Type I and performance in-

creased accordingly. Type III nozzles were the most refined of the

designs and were custom made to increase performance and conveni-

ence. The final design selected was of Type III.

Before testing the various nozzle designs, a means of moving a

single or a number of nozzle jets to affect area coverage was pursued.

Some type of swivel fitting to rotate the nozzle was desired, A simple

type appeared to be the use of offset working jets to supply a rotating

torque to a suitable swivel fitting. Offsetting the jets did not produce

any particular problems. On investigating the availability of ready-

made swivel fittings, two types of industry were found using such

items. The first was fire fighting equipment manufacturers whose

swivel had low friction but was high in cost and of such a complexity

of design that it seemed susceptible to fouling by the sand and salt

water environment. The second type of swivel design was that used in

irrigation sprinkler heads, Although higher in friction the design was

simpler, enabling it to better withstand the environment, and was
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lower in cost. This latter design was competitive both in cost and

material durability to custom designs considered and was chosen for

tests. The particular swivel used, in the tests is shown in Figure 19.

It is manufactured by Rain Bird Company and is of 2 in. inside diam-

eter. Cost of the unit is approximately $75. By suitable pipe fittings,

it could be connected to any nozzle body.

Test Observations and Results

The descriptions of the various nozzles tested <in the lab and

their performance are found in Table 2. The design sequence is

summarized by presenting results of the more important runs. In

performing the nozzle build up and evaluation, what was sought was

the design characteristics that would provide adequate performance

and efficiency, reasonable durability, and acceptable construction re-

quirements.

An important observation is the poor performance of the swivel

and movable jet nozzles compared to fixed jet nozzles. Penetration

for movable jets is substantially less than that for fixed jets of the

same size and number. Apparently the sufficient suspension of the

sand particles requires a steady jet. Also a problem of the swivel

system is its inherent susceptibility to binding and fouling, a condition

that could not be tolerated in the field. Weighing these observa-

tions against the satisfactory performance of the more
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Figure 19. Rain Bird swivel.
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Table 2. Nozzle design sequence summary.

Run No. Description Lab Performance Comments

1. Nozzle of Figure 3, borrowed from commercial crab fisherman

2. Type I Single 7/8 in. working jet, 1/2 in. submerging jet.
Constructed of 2 in. pipe tee and elbow and 2 in. pipe plugs bored
to 7/8 in. and 1/2 in. orifices.

3. Type I Two 7/8 in. working jets, 1/2 in. submerging jet.
Constructed of 2 in. pipe cross, elbows, and plugs bored to 7/8 in.
and 1/2 in. orifices.
Used with swivel fitting, 2-- 5 1/2 in. moment arms.

4. Type II Two 7/8 in. 90 working jets, 1/ 2 in. submerging jet.
Constructed of 2 in. pipe coupling drilled and tapped in side for
7/8 in. copper tubing bent to 90°, plug bored and tapered to 1/2 in.
orifices.
Used with swivel fitting, 2- 2 3/4 in. moment arms.

5. Type II Three 7/8 in. 45° working jets, 1/2 in. submerging jet.
Constructed of 2 in. pipe coupling drilled and tapped for 7/8 in.
tubing bent to 45° angle, plug bored and tapered to 1/2 in. orifice.
Used with swivel, 3- 2 3/4 in. moment arms.

6. Type II Nozzle identical to that of run 5.
Used with a preloaded swivel to increase friction and reduce rotation.

7. Type II Three long 3/4 in. 45° working jets, 1/2 in. submerging jet.
Construction identical to runs 4 through 6 except that straight length
added to tubing.
Used with swivel, 3- 2 3/4 in. moment arms.

8. Type II Four 7/8 in. 45° working jets, 1/2 in. submerging jet.
Constructed identical to that in runs 4 through 6.
Used with a preloaded swivel, 4- 2 3/4 in. moment arms.

9. Type II Nozzle identical to that of run 7.
Used with flow venturi removed from pump system to increase
nozzle pressure.

10. Type III Single, 3/4 in. working jet, 1/2 in. submerging jet.
Construction of jet nozzles from bar stock, cut with rounded entrance,
jet nozzles fastened into nozzle body in 4 in. square steel tubing.

11. Type III Single, long 3/4 in. working jet, 1/2 in. submerging jet.
Construction identical to that of run 10 except that working jet
lengthened from 1. 25 to 2.50 in.

12. Type III Four long 3/4 in. working jets, 1/2 in. submerging jet.
Construction identical to that of runs 10 and 11.
Used with swivel, four nozzles were each offset at 7/8 in. moment
arms.

13. Type III Three long 3/4 in. working jets, 1/2 in. submerging jet.
Constructed by fastening jet nozzles of runs 11 and 12 to the sides
of triangular steel tube, tube was fabricated, not available as stock.
Swivel was used, three nozzles were each offset at 1 3/4 in. moment
arms.

14. Type III Nozzle identical to that of run 13.
Used without a swivel.

Nozzle pressure, 21 psi.
Penetration and area coverage 21 in. radius circular area.

Flow rate, .325 ft3/sec.

Penetration and area coverage, 30 in. radius circular area.
Rotation, approximately 120 rpm, unbalanced.

Penetration and area coverage, 24 in. radius circular area.
Rotation, approximately 150 rpm, balanced.

Flow rate, .50 ft3/sec.

Penetration and area coverage, 30 in. radius circular area.
Rotation, approximately 120 rpm.

Nozzle pressure, 19 psi.
Penetration and area coverage, 22 in. radius circular area.
Rotation, approximately 140 rpm.

Nozzle pressure, 20 psi.
Penetration and area coverage, 28 in. radius circular area.
Rotation, approximately 12 rpm.

Nozzle pressure, 24 psi.
Penetration and area coverage, 27 in. radius circular area.
Rotation, approximately 100 rpm.

Nozzle pressure, 10 psi.
Penetration and area coverage, 27 in. radius circular area.
Rotation, approximately 2 rpm, unsteady.

Nozzle pressure, 32 psi.
Penetration and area coverage, 30 in. radius circular area.
Rotation approximately 150 rpm.

Nozzle pressure, 45 psi.
Penetration and area coverage, 48 in. deep cone, approxi-
mately 30 angle.
Jet form, approximately 15° angle of dispersion observed in air.

Nozzle pressure, 45 psi.
Penetration and area coverage, 50 in. deep cone to tank wall,
approximately 30° angle.
Jet form, approximately 7° angle of dispersion observed in air.

Nozzle pressure, 21 psi.
Penetration and area coverage, 40 in. radius circular area.
No rotation, swivel friction was too great.

Nozzle pressure, 28 psi.
Penetration and area coverage, 29 in. radius circular area.
Rotation, approximately 75 rpm.
Jet form, approximately 7° angle of dispersion observed in air.

Nozzle pressure, 30 psi.
Penetration and area coverage, 37 to 45 in. radii distorted
circular area, minor radius located at angle between jets.

Small jet orifices cause rapid diffusion.
Basis of comparison for final designs.

Penetration substantially less than for stationary nozzle tests at same
flow rate, rotation may not allow steady state sand suspension.
Single jet produces intolerable unbalanced forces.

Penetration affected by rotation as before.
Nozzle size quite large, probably susceptible to fouling in lines.

Penetration much less than for stationary nozzle, rotation may be too
fast.
Nozzle size reasonable, tubing used as jets are easily dented however.

Rotation too fast to provide adequate penetration.
Better balanced nozzle than all preceding runs.

Increase in penetration gained by reducing rotation speed.
Better sand suspension observed.
Jet form observed was quite dispersed, should be improved.

Increase in penetration gained by adding straight length to tube.
Jet form observed was less dispersed than short tubes but still unsteady.
Swivel showed some signs of binding.

Rotation speed much to unsteady at high swivel preloads.
Jet form observed was too dispersed.

Nozzle pressure increase produces less penetration increase than
expected, probably due to jet form and high rotation rate.
Jet form observed was very unsteady.

Penetration may be limited by tank wall.
Jet form observed was better than all preceding runs, form not as good
as that of stationary nozzles used in penetration data generation, form
still somewhat unsteady.

Penetration limited by tank wall, slightly exceeded penetration pre-
dicted by Table 1, greater distance expected in open field.
Jet form improved by added nozzle length, still not as good as stationary
nozzle with 3.5° dispersion, still unsteady, form probably a result of
turbulence from flow turning the corners in a multiple head nozzle.

Penetration much greater than other four working jet nozzles.
Exceeded penetration predicted by Table 1.
Area coverage was adequate even without rotation.
Swivel was severely bound up with sand.

Less penetration than expected, probably due to fast rotation.
Jet form observed was same as that of square tube nozzle.
Construction of triangular tube is an added difficulty over square tube.

Penetration is significantly improved with elimination of the swivel,
exceeded penetration predicted by Table 1.
Area coverage is marginal but sufficient with three fixed working jets.
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developed fixed multijet nozzles, three and four working jets, the

swivel and movable nozzle system was not considered for the final

designs.

Most of the observations made during the runs leading to

improved performance were based on improving jet strength. In

addition to the obvious effect of velocity, the important role of jet

form on jet strength and penetration was recognized. The more

columnated a jet that could be produced the more penetration that could

be obtained for the same velocity or flow rate from a given nozzle.

Most of the changes made in the design sequence after flow rate and

velocity limitations were reached affected penetration by jet form

improvements.

Poor jet form is caused by the generation of large scale, non-

homogeneous turbulence in the nozzle or system and by that turbulence

remaining undecayed through discharge from the nozzle. An improve-

ment in jet form was obtained by eliminating any discontinuities in the

nozzles and nozzle body flow passages that might trigger this type of

turbulence. The use of rounded, smooth entrances for the nozzles

improved jet form as well as reducing flow resistance to produce

higher velocities. The addition of more straight length to the jet

nozzles was made to cause any large scale turbulence generated

upstream to decay to a smaller scale, more homogeneous type before

exit. Such additions, although limited by the requirements of a
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convenient unit size, did improve jet form as described in the sum-

mary of Table 2. These design considerations employed in combina-

tion lead to a significant improvement in jet penetration and are

believed worth the reasonable amount of additional work involved in

such custom nozzle designs.

The process of evaluating the nozzles also emphasized the

importance of equipment durability. The hard use the nozzles are

subjected to requires structural strength to resist bending or denting

of the nozzles or nozzle body. Some of the copper tubing used in the

Type II nozzles tested was unsatisfactory in this respect. Substan-

tially greater wall thickness of the nozzles was required as well as

improved means of fastening them to the nozzle body. Other observa-

tions dealing with durability pointed out the importance of material

selection for resistance to the corrosive effects of salt water and the

abrasive effect of the sand. A final design must satisfy these durabil-

ity requirements.

A final consideration involved in the buildup and evaluation was

the ease of construction of the nozzle for the average commercial

fisherman. This important point will probably be the first item judged

by the fishermen in their evaluation of any nozzle design. The equip-

ment and methods used in the construction must be reasonably avail-

able and the degree of complexity of fabrication limited. At one stage

in the nozzle design sequence the use of directing baffles in the nozzle
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body was considered to reduce undesirable turbulence generation.

However, the building of such a body with internal baffles was too

difficult within the limitations of a small welding shop. The final

nozzle design, to be described in the next section, assumes the avail-

ability of basic welding and cutting equipment, a small metal lathe,

drill press and only a general familiarity with the use of the equipment

on the part of the builder.
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VII. FINAL NOZZLE DESIGN

Description and Construction

The nozzle design finalized for field evaluation was similar to

that evaluated in run 12 in Table 2. The nozzle is shown in Figure

20. The nozzle body is constructed of 4 in. square steel tubing,

3/16 in. to 1/4 in. wall thickness, with end caps of steel plate welded

to the tube ends. The construction is shown in the assembly drawing

of Figure 21. In the bottom end cap and at four locations at the sides

of the tubular body, as shown, holes are drilled or cut to accommodate

the submerging jet and working jet inserts.

The inserts are detailed in Figures 22 and 23. They are cut

from bronze bushing stock of 1 3/4 in. outside diameter. The neces-

sity of rounding the entrance of these nozzle inserts was recognized

earlier. The specific profile chosen for the entrance was that of the

standard ASME long radius flow nozzle, and such dimensions are

given in the figure. There were no differences in machining difficulty

among several round-edge profiles considered. The detail drawing

specifies the profile by incremental steps making up the curve that can

be cut on a lathe. The stepped profile is smoothed out and finished

with a machinist's or bearing scrapper.

The nozzle inserts are positioned and brazed to the nozzle body

such that their entrance edge is flush with the inside surface of the
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Figure 20. Final nozzle design.
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tube as shown in Figure 21. The practice of joining two dissimilar

metals, such as these, is a questionable practice in many marine

applications due to galvanic corrosion. However, in this application

the problem is reduced by the favorable condition °la large surface

area of anodic material, the steel, relative to the cathodic material,

the bronze. The use of the nozzle will be such that it is intermittantly

subjected to periods of high velocity flow and then draining and storage

requiring that materials used in critical parts resist erosion corro-

sion and general uniform attach. In these applications, bronze is

superior to most other materials of comparable availability, cost,

and machining ease. The steel used in the nozzle body was chosen

because of its inherent advantages of low cost, machining ease, and

weldability. Its sufficient wall thickness enables it to withstand uni-

form corrosion attack.

The remaining parts making up the complete nozzle, as shown

in the assembly drawing, are the guide rings, safety ring and connect-

ing fitting. The connecting fitting is a standard 2 1/2 in. female fire

hose fitting and can be obtained from fire equipment suppliers or can

often be salvaged from a worn hose. The fitting is available with or

without connecting threads so it is either connected to a standard

coupling section welded to the end cap of the nozzle or is welded or

brazed to the end cap directly.

The nozzle safety ring is a provision for attaching a line to the
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nozzle body as a safety or haul line. It is simply a U-bolt of approxi-

mately 1/2 in. diameter stock welded to the nozzle body on the side

opposite the guide rings.

Various types of guide rings have been observed on present

nozzles. Some consist of a spring loaded slip collar to open a ring

welded to the nozzle body. Others are simply a modified shackle

welded to the nozzle body on its closed end, and opening the ring is by

means of a captive shackle pin. As mentioned earlier, there is an

advantage in keeping the guide ring small to reduce play in the nozzle

position and eliminate unnecessary offset from the pot. The slip

collar design requires a larger guide ring so it was rejected in favor

of a modified shackle. Figure 24 shows the modifications made to the

shackle to provide for the more convenient captive pin design some

fishermen have used. A longer pin is used with a spring slipped on the

head end and a roll pin inserted crosswise on the opposite end. The

assembly is such that the pin is captive on one side of the shackle by

the roll pin. In the other side of the shackle, a pair of through key-

ways are cut so the roll pin will clear when this shackle is closed. At

90 degrees from these are a second pair of keyways cut only half depth

from the outside of the shackle to serve as a detent for the roll pin.

Rotation of a closed pin will lock it in place since the spring acting on

the shackle pin will hold it and the roll pin in this detent. These modi-

fied shackles are welded to the nozzle body in the manner and position
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shown in Figure 21.

The total weight of the final nozzle is approximately 50 lb when

constructed of the lighter tubing and is reasonably easy to handle.

A provision for additional weight is made by puting weldstuds on the

nozzle body to attach sections of steel flat bar. A weight increase up

to 150 lb is possible with a nozzle of this size. A minimum weight

nozzle is needed to provide enough force to pull the fire hose down

along the buoy line in a current and to resist the reaction force of the

vertical submerging jet when pumping. At a weight of 50 lb, the

nozzle will resist the reactive force of a 1/2 in- diameter jet dis-

charging at 120 ft/sec, which is well beyond pump system capabilities.

This minimum weight is also adequate for most currents encountered

in retrieval operations. However, in some areas it is necessary to

work in greater depths and currents and a heavier nozzle is required.

Maximum weights used in these situations are reported to be 140 to

150 lb.

Cost of the nozzle is approximately $150. Making up this cost

is the estimate of $50 for the materials; consisting of, $15 in the

bronze stock, $10 in the steel tubing, $5 in the guide ring shackles,

and $20 in the fire hose fitting. The labor cost estimate is approxi-

mately $100 and is based on 16 hours labor at $6. 00 per hour.
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Evaluation

The final nozzle design was evaluated and tested in both the lab

and field. Performance of the nozzle in lab tests is basically that

observed in run 12 of Table Z. The 40 in. radius area coverage

measured was the greatest of all nozzles tested and was accomplished

by a simple fixed nozzle design. The penetration should be sufficient

to free even the 48 in. diameter pot since most of its diameter will

be uncovered.

A comparison of the new nozzle design with one that is typical

of present nozzles is available. Run 1 of Table 2 evaluates the

performance of a present nozzle borrowed from a commercial fisher-

man. With an available nozzle pressure of 21 psi the nozzle produced

penetration of approximately 21 in. radius. The new nozzle, evalu-

ated in run 12, nearly doubled the penetration, 40 in. radius, with the

same available nozzle pressure. In addition, the durability of the new

nozzle should insure this performance after years of service due to

the nozzle inserts resistance to corrosion and wear. Present nozzles

are susceptible to nozzle orifice deterioration after a period of use

and performance suffers accordingly.

Field tests of the nozzle design by commercial fishermen

aboard ship is still in progress at this time. Several weeks of use are

necessary for an accurate evaluation of the nozzle. However, some
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preliminary field testing was completed by the project investigators

in which satisfactory performance of the nozzle was observed. The

tests were made in beach shallow areas in 1 to 2 feet of water. The

nozzle was guided by a long stake driven into the sand instead of the

usual buoy line. A high capacity pump was located on the beach and

approximately 150 ft of 2 1/2 in. fire hose was used. The pumping

pressure was limited to approximately 65 psi at 200 gpm to simulate

the lower capacity pumps observed in use and discussed earlier. This

resulted in approximately 20 to 25 psi of nozzle pressure. A buried

crab pot was not used in the tests, but measurements of nozzle pene-

tration were made which would indicate whether or nor a pot would be

uncovered.

The results of the tests were encouraging. The nozzle was

freely submerged in the sand by its own weight and the submerging jet

to a depth in excess of 5 ft before it was stopped to prevent pressure

test gauges from being damaged. Water and sand circulation when at

this depth was very active and turbulent indicating greater depth was

possible. The horizontal penetration was such that within three min-

utes of pumping a circular area of 86 in. diameter throughout the 5 ft

depth was maintained in a sand-water suspension. Therefore, any pot

lying in the approximately 7 ft diameter, 5 ft high cylinder surround-

ing the nozzle would be freed.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

The preliminary field testing seems to indicate that the final

nozzle design satisfies the primary requirement of providing adequate

penetration and sand suspension in the vicinity of a stuck pot. Pene-

tration with the new nozzle is significantly greater than that of pre-

viously used nozzles. Pumping time required for full penetration is

well within the limits imposed by the present crabbing operation.

The design is of sufficient durability to insure the performance in the

future.

The nozzle is designed for convenient operation with a typical

pump system found in use aboard commercial crab fishing boats.

Fabrication is kept as simple as possible and can be performed by

most fishermen.

Future improvements will undoubtedly occur. Further testing

by commercial fishermen may produce some suggestions based on

their experience. The basic design however, relating to jet flow and

performance, is not expected to change.

Concerning future work it is recommended that the design of a

total pump system be undertaken. Specifically a suitable pump sys-

tem should be designed to operate with the nozzle which will be port-

able and of minimum cost. Durability in the environment and conven-

ience of operation as well as performance should again be $tressed.
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APPENDIX

System Analysis Calculations

The following is an example of the calculation steps involved in

the method described in System Analysis.

1. From field observations a typical system approximately con-

sists of a pump of which a curve is shown in Figure 2, 150 ft

of 2 1/2 in. lined fire hose, and 30 ft of 3 in. pipe with four

90° elbows and two open gate valves.

2. The point Q = 200 gpm, P = 63.7 psi is chosen from the

pump curve of Figure 2.

3. Given 200 gpm flow losses are calculated:

a. For the fire hose, Hale Pump Co. tables give losses as

10.1 psi per 100 ft, so:

hL = (10. 1
100
--2-sL)(150 ft) = 15. 2 psifthose

b. For valves and elbows Welty, Wicks, Wilson (1969) sug-

gest the equation
4Q )2

)

7rDh K
V

2 2Lfittings

where

K a constant, K = 0.75 for 90° elbows

K = O. 15 for open gate valves
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D inside diameter of the fitting

V - velocity of flow through fitting

Q flow rate through fitting

proceeding

(
4Q 2

2
TrD

hL
= (4Kelbows+ 2Kvalves)

2fittings
[4(200 gpm)

= [4(0.75)+20.15d n(3.07 in)2
2

(8.64 ft )2 2

= 3.30 sec 122.52'1--
2 sec

= 1.65 psi

c. For 3 in. pipe and V = 8.64 ft/sec, the handbook of cast

iron pipe shows losses as 4.90 psi per 100 ft for good

condition pipe. So:

hL = (4.90 100 ft (30 ft) = 1.47 psi
.pipe

4. Calculating nozzle pressure, Pn;

Pn = Ppump (hL hL +h
fittings pipe Lhose

= 63,7 (1,65+ 1.47+15.2)

= 45.4 psi
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5. Since multiple head nozzles are considered a relatively low

discharge coefficient of C = . 60 is assumed.

6. In the nozzle head loss evaluation consider the basic equation

again.
2 2

y
V1 P1 V2 P2

+
hloss

1
+

2
+

g pg 2
+ +

g pg g

Assuming negligible elevation differences, rearranging, and

employing continuity it becomes:

2 2
V2 A2

phloss = P1 - P2 p 2 (1- )

Al

But for the nozzle P1 = Pn and P2 = 0 so Pn P1 P2.

Also the nozzle discharge coefficient, C, can be intro-

duced by

22(P 1-P2)
) (1- )
1/2 / A2 1/2

V z = C(
Al

Substituting the above for V2 and P1 - P2

= Pn(1-C2)hL
nozzle

Inputing values in the above;

hL = 45.4 psi (1-. 602)
nozzle

= 29. 1 psi
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Now, adding losses for a system total;

h =h +h +h +hloss Lfitting 'pipe Lhose Lnozzle

= 1.65 + 1.47 + 15.2 + 26.8

= 47.4 psi

7. In applying the basic equation to a system that is essentially

submerged, as hose and nozzle are, a particular condition

arises. The difference in the elevation heads between the

location of the pump and the location of the nozzle is bal-

anced by the difference in hydrostatic pressure between the

two locations. Therefore for simplification the differences

are cancelled by setting y1 = y2 = 0 and P2 = 0. in the

basic equation. Performing this simplification, rearranging

and employing continuity in the basic equation an expression

for the nozzle area, A2, is obtained.

A2 = 1 1/2
2 (P -h )

1 loss
2 2

PQ Al

Substituting values in the above

A2 2(63. 7-47. 4)psi 1

(62.4 lbm )(200 gpm)
2

ft

= 1.25 in

4.91 in2

1/2



8. Calculating the jet velocity for the 1.25 in 2 nozzle;

V = -g-
2 A2

200 gpm ft51.0 .
2 sec1.25 in
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